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Leonberg, April 28th, 2021

TECHART GrandGT performance and styling for the
Porsche Panamera.
An athletic appearance, increased performance and maximum individuality
in the interior. TECHART leaves nothing to be desired with the GrandGT
refinement program.
With the TECHART GrandGT customization options, the Leonberg-based premium refinement
company presents a workout program for the Porsche Panamera models, increasing performance by
90 hp and 130 Newton meters for the Porsche Panamera Turbo S. The TECHART Powerkit delivers an
impressive new total output of 720 hp and 950 Newton meters.
A powerful design and an 80 mm wider track width characterize the athletic look of the GrandGT
exterior styling. With the thrilling TECHART Aerokit, the design of the Panamera models is significantly
sharpened compared to the production vehicles. With the wheel designs Formula VI, Formula V and
Daytona II, Panamera enthusiasts can choose from three spectacular 22-inch TECHART forged
wheels.
In the interior, the TECHART Saddlery refines the Panamera models individually according to customer
requirements, in a highly luxurious or sporty trim - from the headliner to the footwell.
Powerful TECHART GrandGT exterior styling.
Dynamic shaped wheel arch extensions and a distinctive front apron with an integrated splitter
dominate the impressive front view. The aerodynamic Front Spoiler II with larger air intakes optimizes
the airflow to the intercoolers and increases the cooling of the braking system.
The TECHART Aero Engine Lid – entirely made of carbon fiber – delivers pure sportiness. Two
prominent lines and an indicated powerdome with a central air outlet further emphasize the energetic
GrandGT look.
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The masculine side view underlines the characteristic GrandGT design line with the integrated wheel
arch extensions. The increased vehicle width by 50 mm at the front and 80 mm at the rear further
strengthens the athletic appearance of the GrandGT.
At the rear, impressive air outlets behind the wheel arch extensions as well as a diffusor with four
distinctive fins and titanium double-tailpipes with carbon fiber covers top off the powerful look. The
TECHART Rear Spoiler II for the sedan models finishes the GrandGT exterior styling with a wing profile
in visible carbon fiber or painted in body color.
Power boost of up to additional 90 hp for the Panamera models.
TECHART offers impressive performance gains for the Panamera Turbo S. The core of the power
boost is the intelligent TECHART TECHTRONIC engine management system. The significant
performance increase of 66 kW (90 hp) and 130 Newton meters is unleashed at the push of the Sport
mode button.

Technical specification of the TECHART Powerkit:
TA 071FL/T1.1 Powerkit
for
Power Enhancement
Torque Increase
Total Power Output
consisting of

Panamera Turbo S (4,0 l/630 hp/820 Nm)
+66 kW (+90 hp)
+130 Nm
529 kW (720 hp)/max. 950 Nm
TECHART TECHTRONIC

Acceleration

(with Sport Chrono Package)

0-100 km/h
0-160 km/h
0-200 km/h
100-200 km/h
Top Track Speed

3.0 s
6.8 s
10.5 s
7.4 s
315 km/h

The installation of the TECHART Powerkit is easy and quick and can be done by every authorized
TECHART sales partner worldwide without touching the standard engine management software.
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Less weight, more style: three iconic wheel designs for the GrandGT.
In conjunction with the GrandGT Aerokit, the Panamera can be equipped with three stunning TECHART
light alloy wheel designs.
With slender spokes, low weight, appealing dimensions and particular sport-oriented styling, the 22-inch
forged aluminum wheel Formula VI differentiates the Panamera from the production model. The tire
dimensions are 285/35 ZR 21 at the front and 335/30 ZR 21 at the rear, providing both, sporty design
and maximum grip as well as improved handling. The unmistakable 22-inch TECHART Formula V multi
spoke wheel translates into an exceptionally sporty rim with 20 fine spokes creating a unique turbinelike look. The new TECHART Daytona II reinterprets a classic TECHART wheel design of the past in
22-inch and is an evolution of this design, engineered in modern forging technology.
Like every TECHART wheel, a number of options for further personalization is available in order to
make it a perfect match. These include single and multi color paint finishes, an optional gloss turned
front surface and, if desired, decorative accents in individually selectable colors. The brake calipers can
be individualized with a high temperature resistant coating in custom color, too.
Sportiness and maximum individualization in the refined interior.
The TECHART saddlery offers limitless individualization options for the Panamera interior. The
handcrafted interior can be enhanced with high-quality materials and special accents to any desired
extent. This encompasses a sporty mix of perforated leather and Alcantara®.
A highlight feature is the meticulous stamped perforation in honeycomb structure as well as the in
contrasting color underlaid leather, creating a one-of-a-kind glimmering effect under different incidence
of light. Furthermore, the TECHART manufactory provides an endless variety of designs and layouts of
customized perforated leather structures.
Leather piping in contrasting color refines seats as well as floor and trunk mats. The mix of Alcantara®
and leather in the handcrafted seat trim and backrests in leather emphasize the modern character of
the TECHART program for the Panamera models compared to the series. The iconic TECHART
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logotype is embossed on the door trim and floor mats and in addition to that, embroidered on the front
and rear seats in matching colors.
TECHART is well-known for the individualization of steering wheels. Refinement options, such as a
personalized driving mode switch, screws in contrasting color, painted surfaces, leather and Alcantara®
segments as well as carbon fiber trims, matching pipings, stitchings and perforations create a vast
variety of options. Naturally, standard features such as multifunction, paddle shifts or steering wheel
heating are maintained.
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TECHART Automobildesign. The Brand. The Company.

TECHART Automobildesign GmbH, with its headquarters in Leonberg near Stuttgart, sets global
standards in terms of premium refinement for Porsche cars. Founded in 1987, TECHART has been
living this passion for over 30 years. With consistent implementation of own ideas and developments,
high quality standards and continuous brand development, the company became an internationally
renowned trademark with sales partners all over the world.
TECHART’s product range offers refinement options for any Porsche model and every section of the
vehicle: aerodynamic improvement and exterior styling, technical optimizations such as engine
powerkits, exhaust systems, wheels, suspensions or assistance systems, as well as bespoke interior
personalization, manufactured by TECHART’s inhouse saddlery and upholstery shop.
Approved as an internationally registered vehicle manufacturer and certified as Authorized Economic
Operator (AEO-F) by the European Union, TECHART is the premium brand for the refinement of
Porsche cars worldwide.
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